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_ By RITA SCHOENFELD 
EdltOr Emertlul 
Those who anticipated lazy laps in 
the pool or brisk rounds of racquet-
ball in the courts at the O'Connor 
Sports Center after exams will have 
to wait until after June 11, according 
to Tony Brueneman, Campus Ac-
tivities Director. The center will be 
closed from May 26, the last day of 
final exams, until June 12, the first 
day of Intersessions. 
According to Brue_neman, -the 
center will be closed primarily 
because the center's schedule was 
designed to facilitate use by Xavier's 
undergraduate population. "All 
others are here ·mo·re or less as guests 
of the student body," he said. "And 
the attendance during this time is so 
meager that it doesn't justify remain-
ing open." 
Anyone who maintains a perma-
nent locker at the center is asked to 
clear it before May 25 since the 
center staff has planned to clean and 
repaint the locker areas over the 
break. · 
The center, summer schedule has 
heen announced. Facilities will be 
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open Monday through Saturday, 12 
p.m. to 5 p.m. The center will also 
open from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning 
June 27. Undergraduates may use 
their current Xavier photo I.D.'s to 
gain center admission throughout .. 
the summer. Graduate student 
memberships will cost $5 for any one 
week period or $10 for either five· 
week summer session. · - ··-· . --- - - ---;-
Center memberships for the 
general public will not be available 
this summer. "Quite frankly, we 
don't have sufficient professional 
staff to run a community service type 
operation," Brueneman said. 
However, the center will provide 
special programming for Bellarmine 
chapel. Local churches will be 
granted excliJsive use of the facilities 
for seven Sundays. The center staff is 
still considering the possibility of 
community based programs - ~s­
peeially for little children - accor· 
ding to Brueneman. 
Those who use the center's rac-
quetball courts may find their games 
some~hat accelerated. "We will go 
from an hour to 45 minute handball-
racquetball reservations- probably 
carried through the school year- in 
- response to comments made in the 
Xavier News earlier this spring," 
Brueneman said. Also, two courts 
will be reserved for undergraduate 
use. "This will increase the number 
of student reservations each day 
from nine to 26 in fall, while only 
reducing other courts' availability 
from 27 to 26." Brueneman noted. 
Under the new plan, faculty, staff 
and alumni reservations will be 
taken at noon and undergraduate 
reservations will not be accepted un-
til 2 p.m. At 4 p.m. any reservations 
left open will be given oµt on a first-
c~IJ!~rst-serve basis. 
The center will again close on 
August I 6 and re-open on 
September I, the last weekend 
before the start of school. "This is 
our traditional closing period for 
cleaning," Brueneman said. 
Brueneman alerts alumni to the 
likelihood of individual six month 
memberships increasing from $40 to 
$50, effective January l, 1979. 
Greek Week overly competitive 
ByUon TASSONE· 
Nen A1eocl1te Editor 
- judging was subjective .at .. best.'' ,. . ·~- _ .Chris Rolfes. a winner and partici~ 
Stell photo by Anno II. Ab1te 
Connolly l•mlly Ir friends dine In the c•felerl• on F•mlly D•y. -
'New major available 
I 
By B_OB WJLKING 
N-1 Steff Wrftlf · 
A new Bachelor of Arts program 
will be available for the first time this 
Fall. Entitled "The Program in In-
ternational Affairs," the new· major 
will provide students with a broad 
analysis of international relations, 
emphasizing both governmental and 
business aspects of the international 
scene. 
of approach to the study, and to 
provide intelligent observation of in· 
ternational affairs." 
"Initially, the program will utilize 
only existing courses and faculty so 
as to avoid any additional expense 
· which the University can ill afford at 
this time. Consortium courses are 
available to students in several fields 




and MICHELLE TOCORZIC 
Ne_wa Contributing Editor 
"Greek Week VII is Xavier's way 
of saying that good times are okay.'' 
So states the preface of this year's 
Greek Week program, but after last 
week, some peopl!'! are beginning tO 
think differently. 
It's not that people are tired of 
good times. On the contrary. But in 
the wake of Greek Week VII, some 
persons· around X U's campus have 
voiced sentiment that times could be 
better. 
Helen Lardner, one of th~ judges pant in the dan~f~ont~st, said- Hie 
of the All Night Dance Contest,- Un- event "went as well as it possibly 
iversity Center Lobby, on Thursday could have," but referred to some of 
night, said that although the contest the judgment as "stacked.'' 
was run well, she felt the judging was '~Every couple there had people 
somewhat subjective. there to judge for them at one time or 
"Sure, there was bias that went on another," Rolfes said. "Everybody -
the entire night," she said, "but did it.'' 
there's no way it could have been any She added the contest might have 
fairer. There were different dances been more rigorous than in other 
and different ways to judge." ·_ - Cont. to p. 4 
_ - 1:Uodef.oth~:program,. students-~o\11 
The proposal, which was sub- - be required to select a fiCld of con:'' 
mitted by Frank McVay, Assistant centration. Listed as· options to. 
Professor of History, to the Arts select from are Business, Europe, 
Council and the Board of Un- Asia, and Latin America. 
dergraduate Studies for approval; Students enrolling in the program 
states: "The Program in Inter· will be required to take.the following 
national Affairs is designed to equip courses: International Economies, 
students with a fundamental orienta· International Organizations, u~s. 
tion in the field of international Foreign Policy; -·International 
relations, to provide basic methods Relations, American Government, 
"It's time we start asking everyone 
what the whole thing's really about," 
said Tony Brueneman, Campus Ac-
tivities Director and advisor for 
Greek Week. "The question is, 'Is 
there overcompetition in Gree_k 
Week, and is cooperation more im-
portant than competition?"' 
One anonymous student who par-
ticipated in the Car Jam last Mon-
day said simply, "I was appalled at 
. the way some students took all the 
fun out of it. I thought Greek Week 
was supposed to be for funfirst, and 
not jusf for the sake of winning.'' 
Tony Keels, a sophomore who 
participated in last Wednesday's -
Cfiariot Race at the stadium, also 
thought thi'ngs could have been 
better. -He-said the race -was neither 
safe nor fair. 
"There- were just too .many 
chariots-- about 13 or 14 - to call it 
a -safe race," Keels said. "And the 
way people ran over those cones, it 
_wasn't really fai_r'.''. 
analysis 
~----------------------------------------- and IntemationalLaw. 
Administrators take new duties Students concentrating in. Business will be required to take the following courses: Principles of Ac· 
By GLENN FELTZ 
News Anoclllle EdHor 
This past week, Xavier has ex-
perienced several changes on the 
administrative level. "On the 
recommendation of the Search 
Committee and with the approval _ 
of the Board of Trustees, Father 
Mulligan has appointed Dr. 
David Flaspohler, Professor of 
Mathematics, to the position of 
Dean of the Graduate School," 
announced the Rev. F. C.· Bren-
nan, S.J., Academic Vice Presi-
dent on Monday, May 8. Dr. J. 
Kaney. Hayes has - resigned as 
Associate Dean of the College of 
Business Administration and Dr. 
Terry Toepker has been .-_ ap-
pointed Chairman of the Physics 
Department. X.U. in 1966 as an instructor in counting I and II, Business Finance, 
Flaspohler's appointment is Physics. and Business Statistics. They will 
effective immediately. He has Toepker said that the depart- also have to fulfill nine credits of 
served as Acting Dean since ment needs a larger teaching staff electives. In addition, a required 
September I, 1977 when Dr. Ray- in order to increase the amount of three credit hour internship will be 
mond McCoy assumed full time research performed and lighten' offered to seniors whereby the stu-
teaching duties as Distinguished the load' on the current staff. He dent will be assigned to a local cor-
Professor of Education. said the University may hire an poration dealing·in world trade, or a 
Hayes has served ten y~ars at instructor to serve a two year government agency involved with 
his position and said that he has term. the international arena. 
enjoyed as well as learned from Toepker also pointed out that Students concentrating on either 
the experience. _ He plans to two chairmen are currently on the Europe, Asia, or Latin America will 
become more involved in departments' staff: They are Mr. have fifteen electives that will focus 
teaching at Xavier on both the John Hart(57-7l)and Dr. Miller on their particular continent, and 
graduate . and undergraduate (71-78). Consequently, he- feels · will have nine· hours of free electives. 
levels. In addition• to teai;hing, that he has a lot of support fr~m They will also be required to take the 
Hayes wants to expand his within; this plus the personal internship course their senior year. 
reading and possibly- include closeness of the staff will ena_ble Several core requirements exist 
some more writing. Some of his the department to maintain its under this program, since it is a 
other activities which he hopes to - smooth-running effectiveness. curriculum in the College of Arts 
pursue farther are the IBM and Science. For their humanities, 
curriculum at Xavier and his philosophy, and theology rc-
function as arbitrator for quirements stud~nts will be cn-
business and industries. He has couraged to take courses pertaining 
served as mediator for labor dis· to the world scene, such as "Oriental 
putes in the past and .was elelcted Philosophy" and/ or "Dialogue 
to the National Academy of Ar- Among·World Religions." 
bitrators, which numbers only For their language requirement, 
about 400 members. No replace~ students will select a language cor· 
Several students voiced com- ment has been selected for the responding to their area of study. 
plaints about Wednesday's position. For languages not offered at Xavier, 
Bookstore Scramble held on · - Dr. Toepker is replacing Dr. the Consortium will enable students 
Brockman Court, including one stu- Raymond Miller, who served as to study ~uch languages. 
dent who called it "the most department chairman for seven Before becoming a reality, this 
ridiculous, most poorly run contest" years. Toepker earned a Program had to wiri approval from 
he had ever seen. bachelors and masters of Physics, the Arts Council, and receive un-
-"The starting line was unfair, peo- a Masters of Education, arid animous approval from the Board of 
pie were running barefoot on more recently a Ph.D. in Nudear Undergraduate Studies. 
blacktop and there was a pile of Sciences from the University of - Since the Program is available this 
shoes directly in_ front of four steel- 818" photo br Georg• s. M•l•r Cincinnati. He also taught five Stitt photo br Anne"· Allite Fall as a major. students may enroll 
poles," remarked sophomore Dave Dr. Dnld FIHpohler years at St. Xavier High Sch'?ol in it now by contacting Frank Mc-
·Scaletta. "Due. to_ the numbers of in Cineinnati before coming to . __ , _ _ · Vay at 311 Hinkle Hall. or by calling 
-~b~~t~~~rl••h~'fi~~~li~~th~··~,'.·~··~-··~(~··~··~···~.·~-~· ~·-~1 -~1 --·-·~:--~~~~~~--~-~-~·~--·-·-·---·~·--~---~~~-~~~~~~-----·~··-;_._·._··~·i_._._._··~·. ~:~3'~'1::~.:::;:·'.·~~~~~~~~~:c~~~~: 
I 
By JOHN ROSING 
Or•mtl Editor / 
Question: Were the goals of lots of laughs, good tim'es, and fun·for 
everyone in Greek Week realized? ' · ; 
Question: Was Xavier's morality, wastelessness, ana public image 
upheld in this year's Greek Week? ' · . · 
Answer: There was· too much competition and not enough fun in this 
year's Greek Week. . . · · 
The facts are as follows: 
-Seve~l events have left a very hostile taste in the. mouth of many a 
contestant. Events such as the canoe joust, in which a participant's eye 
was gashed; and the chariot race, which resulted in several "jockeys" 
and "horses" being trampled. arid bulled over; 
-"Violence" due to total occupaton with how manf points can be 
racked up, what the score is, and whatever it takes to WIN~ All of these 
factors contribute to this type of violence: 
. -An overabundance of competitiveness and rah-rahness 
commonly associated· with big school fraternities and sororities, 
desiroying rapport ainong students. · · 
.,-A need for the Greek Week Committee to attain a type of 
craziness for the students so as to break up the long semester and have 
some fun before final exams. 
-A need for more cheering and less jeering. 
The Graffiti column records facts. And these are the facts of Greek 
Week VII. 
• • • • • 
Do1,1't forget Dr. Gerald K; O'Neill's lecture tonight, May 18, at 8:00 
p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. His topic will be the developments in his 
program that makes possible the human colonization of space. 
Admission is free to X. U. students. 
••••• 
On Sunday, May 21, there will be a Woodwind Quintet 
Concert at 8 p.m. in the X.U. Theatre in the University Center. The 
concert will feature the fine music of James Wise and will provide an 
excellent means for the Xavier student to unwind from his/her last 
weekend of the school year and prepare for exam week. Admission is 
free with an I.D. 
• • • • • 
Can you believe that the X. U. Bookstore is going to buy back your 
used textbooks? Yes, that's right! They will take them off your hands 
for a fraction of the price which you paid for them, and all you have to 
do is take them to the Regis Room on the ground level of the 
University Center at one of the following times: 
May 20: 9 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
May 23: 9:00 a.m. - 12:00p.m./1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m./ 
. 6:00 p.m. - 7:00;p.m. . · · 
May 22, 24, 25, .~~: ~-~:~·~.- 12:0() P.;m.( :;.:.. .. , r'· ,. 
;'.:'.'.;~:;.;:: I :00 p. m. - 4:00 p. m. 
.. '· . 
. ;)•.' 
• • • • • 
The 1978-79 staff of the Pied Piper has been announced by Campus 
Ministry. New staff members are Mike James, Jim Smith, John 
Hissong, and Nick Gulyassy. In September, the four will assume such 
responsibilities as membership in Campus Ministry and running the 
bi-weekly Saturday .n!ght coffeehouse. 
• • • • • 
. Students' Teacher Evaluations· are available for student use now. 
There are copies at the. Library, Bookstore, and Student Government 
oflfo;. The Evaluations are to be. read and left at their locations for 











O'Brien Seminar: 8:00 p.m. Kelley Aud. 
Dr. Gerard K. O'Neill 
Film: "The Three Days of 1:30 p.m. X.U. Theatre 
the Condor" 8:00 p.m. 
The Last Dance 8:00 p.m. Armory 
Semester Exams 
Summer Vacation 24 hrs. HOME 
. Senior Prom 
Graduation - Graduate School 
Graduation - Undergraduates 
·.@ \~ Z.J" .J. L,..."" .• 
The. New1 is published weekly during the school year 
except during vacatiori and i:Xa·mination ~riods by Xavier 
University, Cincinnati, Ohio 4S207. SubscriptionsareSS.00 
per year. The New1, a non·prufit organization, i.~ issued a 
The XHler News is the offidal st.udent newspapet of third cla.H mail bulk rate permit no. I 27S. · 
Xavier University, The articles, pictures, and format are the . Letters submitted to the New1 for publicalion must carry 
responsibility of the editors and do not represent the vic~s 
of the administration, racully. and student body of Xavier signature and address of writer. Editors reserve the right to 
unlessspecifically51nted.Allcditorialsrcnecttheopinionof condense Or reject any leuer and limil frequent writen. 
a majorily of tl!e Editorial Hoard and do not neceasarily Main offices, firs1 floor, University Center HuildinM. 
represent the opinion of the student body, faculty,_ or. News-editorial telephone: (SIJ) 745-3561. Advertising 
ndmininriuion of Xavier llniversily. • · • · • • · telcphunc: (513).7t$S,J43J:. • • . -. ..-..·. 
) Trustee$' Structure Reviewed 
By BOB WILKING 
Newa Sl•ff Wrlt•r 
The Board of. Trustees provides 
low-key, but essential services to 
Xavier University. It is composed of 
twenty men who meet only four 
times a year, but who are involved in 
broad-based policies. that affect the 
institution as a whole. 
The Board of Trustees serves 
under the Xav.ier University 
Corporation which governs the 
whole ·University structure, 
according to ·Rev; Francis C; 
Brennan, S.J., .Vice President for 
Ac~demic · Affairs and trustee Executive Committe.e .deals 
'member: The· Trustees· are-invol\'ed · primarily wi.th the affai.rs of t~e 
in such matters as selecting the President. The ·Academic Affairs 
President·• Qf the University' 'and \Committee is concerned with the 
other major office holders, a~d 'appointment of academic .hea~s. 
9verseeing the maintenance, .. admission and enrollment, and with 
character, and . misson of the· ~atters concerning the faculty. The 
University. Brennan said that. the Student Life Committee is involved 
Board serves as "the ultimate policy- with housing and extra-curricular 
making authority of.the University ·activities,. while the Development 
and ·is· concerned with. t.he and Public Relations Co.mmiitee 
development of · its rules and seeks ways of improving public 
regulations." awareness of .Xavier, both within 
Each trustee senies on at least one. ·and beyond. Cincinnati bounda.ries; . 
·of the board's five committe~'.· 'f~e The number of. trustees , at.· any . 
.· gi~eil tiine ranges from fifteen :fo 
twenty-five. Jesuits serve as a 
majority on the board of.which the ·Calendar Revised : 
The fall of 1978 will be the first year for Xavier's. new 
academic calendar. The major features. of the cha1.1ge are an 
earlier starting date for classes, so that the first semester can 
end by Christmas vacation, and the second semester will end in , 
the middle of May. The change will al~o make the· Greater 
Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universitie~ more 
accessible to Xavier students. 
Aug. 21 Monday . Mail Registration, Graduate School 
thru Aug; 26, Saturday · · · · · · 
Aug. 30, Wednesday Registration,· Coliege of Continuing Education 
Aug. 31 Thursday 
Sept. I, Friday· 
Sept. 2, Saturday 
Sept. S, Tuesday 
Sept.~. Wednesday 
<;>ct. 9, Monday · 
12:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
ReSistration, local seniors, 9:00 -· 11:30 a.m. 
Registration, local juniors, I :00 - 3:00 p.m. 
Registration, College:of Continuing Education 
12:00 - 8:00. p.m . 
Registration local sophomores, 9:00 - 11:30 a.m. 
Registration Freshmen.as assigned 1:00 - 3:30 p.m. 
Registration, College of Continuing Education 
12:00 - 8:00 p.m. · · · 
Registration, Graduate School, 8:30 a.m. - 8;00 p.m. 
Registration, Graduate School, 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.-
Registration, College of Continuing Education 
12:00 - 3:00 p.rll. .. 
Registration, out of town sophomores,juniors and 
seniors, 8:30 - 12:00 noon; 6:00·- 8:00 p.m. Freshmen 
only, as assigned, 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Registration, College of Continuing Education 
12:00 - 8:00 p.m . 
Registration, Graduate School, 8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Instruction begins, all divisions 
Autumn Holiday, day divisions. Evening and · 
graduate classes meet. 
Nov. 22, Wednesday Thanksgiving vacation begins - tioliday, all divisions 
Classes res"1me, ~II divisions Nov. 27, Monday 
Dec. 18, Monday 
thru Dec. 22, Friday 
·i , .. Dec. 22./Friday 
Semester Examinations, day undergraduate colleges 
Christmas vacation begins after last day . 
End of first semester, all divisions. 
THE V·ERONA FATHERS 
A Religious Society 
For the Foreign Missions 
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176 
We all know how to mak~ love, but have you· ever loved as a 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold 
enough .to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as 
a missionary? A Verona Father? · 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken 
2104 St. Michael St. 
Cincinnati 1 Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
· · Rev. Robert W: Mulligan; · S;J., 
President· of the University artd ·the 
Jesuit residence rector, ·the Rev. 
Felix P. Biestek, S.J., serve .as 
permanent members. Memben are 
elected for a single three year term 
which can be renewed ·for another 
. three years.They have the power to 
fill vacancies by a simple majority 
vote and remove. members wiih a 
·· two-thirds majority. 
Eleven Jesuits and nine lay people 
serve on the Board of Trustees of 
whom several are out-of-state 
residents: Some of the Jesuits who 
. se..Ve are the .. Rev. Laurence. Britt, 
Dean Emeritus· of John Carroll 
University; the.Rev. Charles Curne, 
President of Wh.eeling College . in 
West Virginia; the. Rev .. Walter 
· Krolikowski, · faculty member at 
. Loyola University of Chicago and 
the Rev. Joseph.O'Hare, Editor and 
President of the America Press. 
.Appe>intees 
Fin.alized. · 
By MARK LUEBBE~S 
N.wa St•ll Writer ; 
The Cardosi-B.rennan-Kraft 
administration is out to make next 
ye~r's.Student Government the most 
efficient and productive ever, said 
S.G. President Mark J. Cardosi. 
Already, each student senator has 
been appointed· to co-chair one of 
the sixteen student government 
committees. . . 
While each Senator . will be 
directly responsible to the whole 
Student Senate for reports on 
committee progress and· govern" 
mental suggestions; the bulk of the\ 
responsibilities and work of several 
committees will lie in their·officially ., 
appointed chairperson. ·Already, 
chairpersons for six of the larger 
committees have been appointed by 
Senate and have begun planning for 
next year, Cardosi said. 
Tim Flesher, a sophomore 
accounting' major,· will ·head. the 
· Financial Board. Jeanmarie Barrett, 
Jim R. Brunemann and Pat J. 
Cleary will work on this.committee 
to appropriate 'money aild approve 
budgets for Governmental 
committees and branches. 
· Stephanie M. KovalCik, a junio~_ 
Appointee• lo page. 8 
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Macal closes symphony season. 
By BERT J.DAHM 
New1818HWrller 
The Cincinnati Sym.phony 
Orchestra closed its 83rd anniver-
sary season last Saturday night with 
a tremendous performance. Zdenel 
Macal directed the event. 
The evening's performance open-
ed with Mozart's overture to "The 
Marriage of Figaro." Macal used his 
entire body as a "baton" to direct the 
orchestra beautifully through that 
gay piece. Sans a· slow introduction, 
the overture awoke the audience 
with its clear, crisp sound; it was a 
wonderful selection to open the per-
formance. 
After Mozart's work, the C.S.O. 
performed Strauss' Don Quixote, 
Op. 3S. In ·this work the orchestra 
captured the: 1:1dventures of Don. 
Quixote and · Sancho Panza. 
Highlighting the variations were . 
cellist Peter Wiley and violist Ray-
mond Stilwell. 
Wiley's performance was truly 
amazing. Combining· deftness of 
mind and hand, Wiley worked 
through the variations with a 
flawlessness that captivated the 
audience. When he played the 
delicate modification of his primary 
theme in the-Finale, "The Death of 
Hollander. Hollander, who made his 
c.s.o. debut "in April 1960, has 
appeared with almost every major 
orchestra in the world. After seeing 
his performance Saturday night, I 
sec the reason why: outside of a little 
difficulty with the piano bench, his 
engagement was without error. 
He opened' the first movement · 
with two long cadenzas. The second 
cadenza followed a section of 
climactic build-up by the orchestra. 
After this, he moved with energetic 
enthusiasm into the spirited final 
passage which ended the first mc;ive-
ment. In the Adante, the mood was 
Armenian enhanced by the bass 
clarinet and the flexitone. Unique in 
sound, the flexitone added an eerie 
touch to the atmosphere. 
A jazzlike quality characterized 
the Allegre Brillante. The trumpet's 
sound was imitated by Hollander on 
the piano which led into another ex-
Don Quixote," he demonstrated that tremely good cadenza. Adroitly 
he was at true artist. Expertly and playing the single, fragile notes in the 
R~.!:~~~LLE~am!~~-~~ .!~~~~.~nd~ov~.~~ .. !~~~· ~E~~~?.E~§:~ · ~S~~~m;:·:~:7:::: 
.. New• 18ft Writer more than simply an entertainment and remmdmg us still further that we mentioned; his playing of the three night instilled a feeling of joie de 
The Playho se in the Park is vehicle. are watching a period piece, Jay themes of Sancho Panza was a vivre. 
·promoting its current offering, .The· Maybe it'sthepassionatepleading Depenbrock wisely has lit the set delight to hear. Wiley, Stilwell, and Incidentally, on Wednesday May 
Royal Family, as a sparkling in Oscar's voice as he attempts to dimly. Phillip Ruder, combined with the JI, at 10:00 a.m., the C.S.O. and the 
_springtime comedy;'' Indeed, I persuade Julie not to marry the The Playhouse's Royal Family full orchestra, produced a feat of Cincinnati Youth Symphony 
found the production· to< be excep- South American cattle tycoon who has all of the right ingredients, bright musical excellence. Orchestra will celebrate ·the I OOth 
tional entertainment. But under the . could take her away from the in- and nicely detailed: an e.xcellent ex~ The performance closed with a anniversary of Music Hall. All 
gorgeous creative abilities of direc- · secureandhecticlifeofthestage.Os- position, delicious humor, and a work dedicated to the memory of tickets are only SI.SO at the door . 
. t~r Jack Going, the Playhouse's car, skillfully played by Sam Gray superb cast. It's a production that Aram Khachaturian, who died May The program includes Handel, Ger-
presentation of the 1927 comedy who electrified the Playhouse three should be enjoyed by everyone from 1, 1978. His Concerto for Piano and shwinand Mussorgsky. For more in-
becomes something infinitely more seasons ago with hjs Willie Loinan, the king to the court jester. Orchestra featured pianist Lorin formation, call 381-2660. 
lasting. . · tells Julie that he has a. new play for ... ----··••••••llliiiiiiiiliiilliiiiiiiiiilliiimiliilllii••--•--••-•••-. 
God, what a show! _ her just at the moment when the 
The Kaufman/ Ferber play American theatre is becoming im-
presents a few days in the lives of the portaitt. There is conviction in 
Cavendish family, a theatre clan .of. Gray'svoiceashespeakshislines,an. 
numerous generations who, through honest caring and belief in the role of 
some mutation unknown to man, the theatre. For a Cincinriatian, it. 
would · seemingly have developed brings back memories of the days 
genes for acting. There's Fanny when people went to see plays, those 
Cavendish, the matriarch figure, a days before Good News became bad 
retired veteran of the boards whose news and lost $80,000 in a two week 
actor husband had died immediately run on a Cincinnati stage, ultimately· 
after a ''performance' - . but not leading to the demise of the theatre it 
before having taken four curtain played and the. near death of theatre 
calls. Her daughter Julie, already a itself in Cincinnati. . 
well established actress, and grand-· Or maybe it's the emotion of Fan-
daughter-:-owen, just starting· out- - -ny's speech as she-verbally· chastises .. 
with all the Cavendish potential at . her daughter and granddaughter for 
her command, are· both suffering their wishes to leave the stage. An ac-
ffom romance-versus-career crises. tor, she seems to say, has only two 
Finally, there's Tony, Fanny's mad- •:reasons to live; to play· before an 
man son, constantly racing from · audience and to make little actors. 
-_, .. ff.ollywQOd-to New-Yor.k to..Eur.ope ... -- ~Fanny .. hersclf.was-lucky---one. of.··----- ·· 
and back in evasion of broken.;. hers was born during Holy Week: a 
.b~a.~ed loy~rs .. and ~r«:'~~n-nosed . _ vacatioP ~riod.tAii:Fan~y .. p!4yed 
directors. with unique grace, beauty, and 
Review··. · human richness by. Eilizabeth Coun-· cil, reminisces on her own career, her 
head .tilts ·slowly backward, her 
Surrounding these four central glowing eyes roll upward, and we im-
figures are Fanny's brother Herbert, agine her once again on some past 
an illiterate 'writer'; and her would · stage proudly doing what. she did 
be actress sister-in-law; Oscar, a best. 
fatherly agent, ever-loyal to the Or perhaps it is Julie's magnificent 
Cavendishes and more than a little "l simply will not go on ever again" 
interested in the economic aspects of speech, in which Barbara Caruso 
their profession; and various ser- takes her character through all of the 
vants who act as go-betweens for the emotional posturings an actress is 
· d · b' t th ever likely to learn, only to have her 
royal famtly an its su 1ec s, e rush frantically out the door the mo-
public. . . . ,. 
So much of what makes this show. ment she realizes that she ts late 1or 
enormous fun is that, like all good the evening performance. 
actors, the Cavendishes are never o~f Thus, the Cavendishes ultimately 
stage ... they act constantly. This have to be taken on their own merits, 
phenomenon is not false, it really not as pieces of satire, but as great 
·happens. After all, who is to say actors. It is interesting that the one 
where Dolly Levi stops and Carol character who is most obviously 
Channing begins? The Cavendishes modeled after a Barrymore - Tony 
merely take their flair for histrioni~s - is also the least well drawn as a 
to the extreme. The members ofth1s person. However, what Tony, as 
family, we must assume, would bring played by Dan Hamilton, lacks in 
some measure of drama to the per- characterization is compensat~d for 
formance of their bodily functions. with his many comic qualities. It is 
·That's a love fQr the theatre. his fl8mboyantentrances, Hamletes-
Ostensibly, the Cavendishes were que dueling matches, and o.ut-
meant to resemble the then-reigning rageous mannerisms that garner this 
(1927), true royal· family of the production's biggest laughs. 
theatre, the Barrymores. At least The usual Playhouse 
one character, the eccentric Tony professionalism shines through in 
Cavendish, obviously Is John . other aspects of the production as 
Barrymore. Thus, The Royal Fami- well. The . costumes by Caley 
ly; as a marvelously diverting spoof, Summers are, with one exception, 
is able to generate a great deal of beautiful. Scenic designer Joe 
laughter, especially for those in the Varga's heirloom strewn town h?use 
, audience old coo.ugh to. remem~er set is quite detailed and.appropr1ate-
f th d · ly stately. Not only are the. deep 
the Barrymores irs ~ an . . crt'mson and golds of the Onental 
The danger lies m approachmg 
The Royal Fami~I' from the leve~ of rugs and silk upholsterings s~itable 
satire alone. As .the. play's action for royalty; they also evoke 1ma~es 
; ..... progressed,».l.became acutely aware .. of. the. faded .c,elluloid.of. the.earhest 
·· 'i'~uriiitii. M•r 11, 1111 I \ l ~ 




A comedy for you and vour~..,. 
~°' 
' ~"-
A LAWRENCE GORDON I BURT REYNOLDS Production 
BURT REYNOLDS in 
"THE END" DOM DeLUISE ·SALLY FIELD• STROTHER MARTIN • DAVID STEINBERG 
and JOANNE WOODWARD as Jessica • Guest Stars: NORMAN FELL• MYRNA LOY . 
KRISTY McNICHOL • PAT O'BRIEN • ROBBY BENSON as The Priest 
CARL REINER as or.Maneet Music by PAUL WILLIAMS Executive Producer HANK MOONJEAN 
Written by JERRY BELSON .Produced by LAWRENCE GORDON 
Directed by BURT REYNOLDS T Prm~!~.~! 
Coming Soon To A Theatre Near You! 
............. -.-. ... -•a 
'·'·. 
Batters end season 
By ROGER ROSENTHAL 
Nlw•lporl8WlflH 
The Muskie baseballers continue 
.'to have their problems. Overt he past 
· week, Bill Wolfrs crew dropped 3 
,.out of 4. 
· On Saturday, May 6, the Muskies 
'journeyed over to Clifton to battle 
arch-rival U.C. in a twinbill. In the 
::opener Jim Broxterman suffered the 
:'.toss as X.U. was beaten 11-5. 
In the nightcap, the Muskies came, 
back with a 4-1 win. Ed Williams was 
the winner allowing the Bearcats 3 
hits. From the hitting side, Steve 
Dawes cracked a homerun and dou-
ble to help the Xavier cause. 
On Tuesday, May 9, X.U. visited 
Oxford.iri<t 'a doubleheader with a 
tough Miami squad. When the last 
out was recorded, the. Muskies had 
dropped two more games. · 
The opener was a pitcher's duel as 
Andy Dillman suffered the defeat. 
The Muskie bats were ice cold as 
they collected one hit in losing J-0. 
In the· second contest, the home · 
team scored a 9-6 win. Jim Broxter-
man. was the loser. 
One bright spot was Jeff Whelan 
collecting 3 RBl's. 
The Muskies ended their season 
with 11 wins and 24 losses. 
Men's· .softball wins· 
_ By BILL TIGHE 
/ Niwa lporll Writer 
A last inning rally helped Xavier's 
men's softball team ·win their first 
game of the year by beating Cincin-
nati Technical College 12-7 on Tues-
day, May 2 Xavier, with the strong 
pitching of Tom Roberts, took a 
commanding lead of 7-0 after 4 in-
nings. The early run scoring was pac-
ed by Tom Roberts, Terry Sain, Ben 
Matarese and Tony Keels each with 
2 hits. 
CTC came back with 8 runs on 
some well placed hits and some slop-
py fielding by Xavier t~ t~ke the ~ead 
8-7 going into the last mmng. Thmss 
looked bad, but the Muskies rallied 
with singles by Tony Keels and Mark 
Ianni, a triple by Bill Tighe; and 
more singles by Tim Peltier, Tom 
Roberts; Jim Pierron and Ben 
Matarese were good for S runs and ~· 
the ballgames. 
Sailing team ·scores an even .. 500 
By GREG WYCH 
New1 Sport• Writer 
The Xavier sailing club has come a 
Jong way this year, despite many in-
experienced sailors. The club has 
scored an even .500 this past season. 
The team was led by most valuable 
skipper, Johnny Graham. 
Much of the success of the sailing 
club can be credited to Tom Grogan, 
the coach of the club. Besides being 
in Marketing research for Procter 
and Gamble, an olympic class sailor 
and a marathon runner(he ran in the 
BEST 
RESUME SERVICE 
Don't Gamble With Your Career 
Your resume must compete for attention and 
interest with the resumes of scores of other 
applicants. Your resume is CRITICAL. .. it must 
be the BEST possible. 
DON'T DELAY - ACT NOW 
Call BEST RESUME SERVICE, one of the 
nation's largest resume consulting firms'. We've: 
constantly researched the job market so that we 
know precisely how to market your skills. 
"Not an employment agency" 
BEST RESUME SERVICE 




most recent Boston marathon), 
Grogan has been able to devote an 
extraordinary amount of time to the 
club. Among other things, Grogan 
has developed a· training program 
which centers around running for 
the members of the sailing club. 
The sailing club's commodore, 
Tim Grell, is looking forward to next 
fall's 1978 season with high hopes. 
Grell is counting on & summer of 
hard work and improvement by the 
members of the club. Grell himself 
will spend the summer crewing on a J-
24 sailboat. Fall's competition will 
·be hot and heavy, with Xavier racing " 
such teams as Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Ohio State, Miamiand Notre Dame. a.ci;,. s. M•l•Y 
Still, Grell ·thinks that the sailing· Thou1and1 of Mu1kle1, crazed by competition, converge·on an Innocent auto 
club can qualify for the M.C.S.A. during the car fem. Later, Xavier men •lrut their stuff during crewing 
finals this fall. · . competition. 
·---------------------~----· ! .NEED CASH? ·. i 
1 · . Earn up to $80.00 a month I 
I Donate plasma at Abbott Labs Plasma Center I I · 916 East McMiiian at Peebles Coroer I 
1 Call 961-0900 I 
I New Donors come 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., Mon-Fri 1 I ;i · No Appointment Nec~ssary I 
I New donors bring this ad with you I 
I and make $5.00 extra on your.first donation 1 
I I 
I We feel that we have the finest quality plasma center in. I 
I 1· I· Greater Cincinnati. All of our donor floor employees are Ii 
1 RN's, LPN's, or trained medical corpsmen. A physician is I I on-duty f~ll time for your safety and convenience. With I 
I close to five years at our present location, our personnel I I ·are experienced and knowledgeable. I 
I COME SEE us SOON/ I 
~-----..... ----------~-------· 
... 
HAVE A DEGREE 
IN. SCIENCE OR 
ENGINEERING? 
If so, put that d¥ee to work in the United 
States Air Force. The Air Force has job open-
ings for science and engineering officers in 
many professional areas. Find out if one of 
them is yours. Then ask about that excel-
.lent Air Force salary ... the executive ex-
perience ... the worldwide assignments 
... living quarters ... 30 days of paid 
vacation a year ... medical and dental 
care ... and many other Air Force 
benefits. It's one of-the finest oppor-
tunities in the nation. For informa-
tion, contact 
TSgt. Leonard Dantzler 
USAF RECRUITING OFFICE 
6200 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45213 
PH# (513) 531-8936 ·. 
Greek 
from -page 1 
years, the contestants this year hav-
ing received participation points at 
only two cut-off periods, 12 mid-
night and ·9 a.m. Last. year's 
marathon included four cut-off 
. periods, allowing couples more 
resting time. · 
One participant also saw room for 
improvement in yet another event, 
the Car Jam, although he admitted 
the Jam may have been the "most 
organized of all the events." 
"The way they conducted it wasn't 
safe at all,". said Matt Sokany, "and 
too many people got hurt. Next year 
they should pick a specific time limit 
to get a specified amount of people in 
the cars - like a race." 
ls there a. better way of saying 
"good times". at Xavier'! Tony 
Brueileman thinks there might soon 
have to be. 
"The kids organizing.these events 
put their hearts and souls into it, and 
they come under a .lot of pressure," 
said Brueneman .. "There's almost 
too much competition to enjoy it." 
Greek Week, he said, was initiated 
seven ·years ago to alleviate the total-
ly competitive spirit of the school's 
intramural sports. It was started to 
promote pure fun. "Maybe Greek 
Week has turned into what we set 
~ut to fight," he _1::oncluded. 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
100/o OFF 
on all serviCe and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with identification .cards. 
Library research focus of course 
By MELISSA SANDERSON 
Ntw1 Slllf Writer 
Last semester, something new in 
the Xavier undergraduate program 
began. Dr. Richard Bonvillain, 
Associate Professor of Philosophy, 
taught a course in Developmental 
Ethics, HIP. What made the course 
· different from others was that it was 
a.library oriented course; that is, the 
students were required to use the 
library extensively as a class 
resource. 
Bonvillain said that he believed no 
such c.ourse had been offered before 
at Xavier on the undergraduate 
level. It was intensively research-
oriented, and was an effort to make 
library sources more accessible to . 
the student. "the course, and others 
·like it, are necessary because they 
Film Survey 
Please fill out.the following s~rvey 
and include both your comments and 
your ·favorite titles, if they aren't 
listed below. Please leave the survey 
in the boit office af tomorrow's 
showing or in the Film Committee 
boit in the Student Government 
office of the University Center. Any 
questions or comments please call 
Larry Visnic at eitt. 3365 or Tom 
Welsh at eitt. 3160. 
Please indicate preference for show 
times (indicate day and time): 
l)-~-~------
2) ___ ~------
3) __________ _ 
Rate I - 5 which type of film you 
prefer: 
-·-Foreign-Domestic_Western 




We'd like to know (specifically, if 
possible) your opinions about this 
year's program and any improve-
ents you might have for neitt year. 
Please circle fifteen ( 15) titles: 
Allc:e's Reitaurant Utile 811 Man 
All the President's Men l.Olan's Run 
Annle Hall Lookin1 for Mr. Goodbar 
the Bad llews Bears . the Lon1est :tanl 
Bananas Mapum Forc:e 
Ben-Hur the Maltese F1lcon 
Blazint Saddles Marathon Man 
Blow Up Mun Str11ts 
A Boy and His Doi Midnilht Cowboy 
Brother sun, Sister Myra Breckenrid1e 
Moon Nashville 
Butch Clssldy and the llickelo~eon 
SUndance Kid Tiie llilht Portlf 
casabl1nca Ob, God! 
F•Minl's CISIROVI 11lt Omln 
Cinderella Liberty Ont on On• 
Citizen's Bind Patton 
Close Enc:ount111 of lhl Psycho 
Third Kind . Rebel Without a cause 
Day for 111"'11 Saturdly llilht Fever 
the Deep S.ve the Ti&er 
Doctor Zhlva10 Silent Movie 
East of Eden Silver Streak 
Easy Rider 
The E•corclst 









The Goodbye Gl1I 
Gone With The Wind 
The Guns of Navarone 
A Hard Day's Nl&hl 
Harold and Maude 
Help! 
Heroes 
It Happened One Night 
lulia 
Kint of Hearts 
LetH Be 













The Turning Point 
The Twelve Chai1s 
Twelve O'Clock Hi&h 
Wings 
The Wizard of Oz 
. Wizards 
1900 
give the student experience which 
can be gained in no other way," Bon-· 
villain said. 
The Developmental Ethics course 
had four objectives: One, to read and 
discuss philosophical classics. The 
three texts used in the course were 
Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, 
Aquinas' Treatise on Ulw and 
Kant's Fundamentals of the 
Metaphysics of Morals. The second 
objective was to provide extensive 
instruction and practice in 
bibliography. To conduct research 
and prepare two scholarly papers, to 
prelent the major paper to the class 
and discuss it were also listed as ob-
jectives by Bonvillain. 
they came to the ethics class during 
one of the 75 minute class periods· 
and provided instructions on 
bibliography," Bonvillain said. 
According to Bonvillain, the 
'reason no such course had been 
offered before was due to an uncer-
tainty as to how they should be con-
ducted. Bonvillain learned the 
method at Earlham College in North 
Richmond, Indiana. He observed 
library courses there, read books on 
the subject, and offered the ethics 
course as his first attempt. He noted 
that the Ivy League colleges had 
been offering such courses for years. 
Bonvillain is currently teaching a 
metaphysics course along the same 
lines. Bonvillain said that the in-
spiration for such courses came from 
the library commi~tee, of which-he 
was chairman. "The library staff, 
particularly Mr. Joh.n Vigle, Direc-
Bonvillain said he felt that the 
course had good and bad points. 
Lively class discussions, excellent 
preparations of bibliographies, out~ . · 
standing papers and research, and a 
good grasp of research material were 
cited by Bonvillain as . favorable 
results of the course. The bad points 
include· too much material 
scheduled for discussion. 
BOTTLED BY PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, 
21 1-5 00. 






r-.~~·=·····;.,.·.·:::,: ::comfort is crucial. If ymi 
· mountaineer in 
~ ···. 
,· ~ . 
,j:··' :·,:. · · o\laretfi~rilmiri/' .·:'.-: ;:· \ 
:·,,·. · ta.:lneer. And this is · ·: ' \ 
an ad. The subject of 
which is selecting the 
proper gear for ~--....::.. 
mounta.:lneering. 
(It all fits to-




need to pop the 
mountain top. For 
this task, faithful moun-
taineers 1.iSe a church 
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle 
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics 
with semantics. Just 
remember, the opener is 
your primary tool. Be 
true to it and it will be . 
true to you 
. · Second, choose a 
. glass. Here the options 
: . become immense. 
:. German steins, hand-
blown pilseners, 
.. ~~ oldjelly jars, 
that cu 
little 
( hurch key used by 
faithful mountalneers.) 
Mr. Boffa mug you'v~ 
had since third grade./ ...... 
Be adventurous. 
Experiment. Most 
mountaineers have a 
personal preference. You'll 
develop one too. 
Food is next. Proper · 
mountaineering, not 
. to mention proper nutri-
tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks. 
Some mountaineers 
have suffered from a 
potato chip deficiency, 
a pretzel imbalance or 
other serious dietary de-. 
fects. Plan ahead. 
.... 
}~ 
. :'-! . :1. . ~ ... · 












fortable chair or sofa will 
do. Rule of thumb: if it 
feels good, and the police · 
don't seem to mind, do it. 
Then turn on the 
tube or spin a tune or 
crack a good book The 
choice is strictly 
between you and the 
dominant hemisphere 
ofyourbrain. Of course, 
some mountaineers 
. saor the smooth, re-
freshing taste of Busch · 
is entertainment enough .. 
~d thank goodness . · 
,~'., ey do, because 
};·it's an excellent 
·. conclusion. · 
Dotit juSt reaDh for a beer. BUSCH~ad for the mountaJns. 
· · • nh ser·Busch. Inc St Louis. Mo. . ' ....... 
Editors · · . .. . 
BARBARA R. BARRETT MARGARET J. CONNELLY 
GLENN A. FELTZ ROBERT J. HELVATY 
DONALD P. TASSONE . MICHELLE M .. TOCORZIC . 
. GEORGE S. MAL~Y 
THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1978 ·. 
/ 
Academic integrity ·requires attention to responsibilities 
. ' ' . ' . . . . . . . . . 
Three weeks ago this series began with a · 
. call for stronger academic counseling. In the 
week that fo_llowed, the question of academic . 
. integrity was raised as one of the pressing 
problems facing not only Xavier but also 
centers of higher learning across the nation. 
Last week student lead.ership in the drive for 
problems could find easy solution. If aca- The professor questioned his own abilities to concerned to set for themselves their own pace . 
demics were the chief concern of everyone, adequately judge·a person who he may have in the Xavier community and to act 
then extra hours and extra money for .staff only had in class two or three times; and does accordingly. It ·must however be.stressed that· 
could be made available in the library, and not really know well. If, as suggested in the it would be very easy (or all fo just bury their 
extra room could be fo\lnd in the dorms. . first of these editorials, counseling goes heads and forget the.whole thing, and perhaps 
. academic integrity was addressed. Yet i.n this 
-· deluge of garbage the big question remains · 
unanswered: what will an awareness of 
academic integrity bring to Xavier? 
. A member of the faculty mentioned a beyond signing yellow cards, then student and that will be the sad epitaph of academic 
problem that is all too real for anyone who professorcangainarealunderstandingofon~ integrity. However,aslongastherearepeople 
needS'the recommendations of his professors. another as professionals in search of ·who will not choose a:. sandfilled sleep; and 
Often a student is ·unknown by the professor knowledge. · • who will stand up. and be counted, then the 
whom he has asked to write recommendations · ' To be more specific in these a.reas is nearly fires of the lantern of education will not be 
for him to graduate schools, or employers. impossible, for it is up to .the individuals · .snuffed out at·Xavier; . . 
In general, if people are reminded what is 
expected from them, it is more likely that they 
wm carry through. This goes for everyone in 
the Xavier community. If the.administration 
is constantly reminded that it has a 
responsibility to create a climate of 
communication and intellectual freedom,· 
then it is infinitely more likely to happen than 
if people roll over and play dead each time we 
tango with oppression. 
Greek Week goals-clouded; ·competition high· 
-------------·Guest editorial-----. --. -----
GREEK WEEK I - ••even if you lose you 
win" · · · . 
time has come.for some major overhauls. Let's say: .. welcome ... to XAVIER. 
look at the symptom.s: All of us operate on levels where our friends 
I, "You're cheating me because and. organizational affiliations, be they dorm 
This complaint was heard frequently. While ·wings, commuter groups,. work· related 
some of these.statements might be attributed associations, or minority student groups are 
This letter to the student body reflects our to honest errors on behalf ofvolunteer student our primary and daily concerns .•. but we all 
grave concern about what happened during judges, (we do not foresee hiring professional have an ·obvious commonality above ·those 
GREEK WEEK VII - "even if you win you 
lose" 
If the faculty is reminded that their 
profession is to teach, to make the best 
possible educational . experience for the 
student, then students will get the best for 
their money, and tlie faculty will know they're 
earning that money. 
· this year's Greek Week. This is not intended as officials ... they · make mistakes too) the · specialized spheres ... we are, or should all be, 
a criticism of any particular person or groups frequency of these utterings led us to believe one in Xavier. 
of persons, but rather as an honest and open that the competition for poinis had become Harold Howe, the .former U.S. 
questiOning of what took place - of what was the only thing for many participants. · Commissioner of Education; bas . very 
really happening to all of us. · pointedly alluded to the relationships between 
To. gain a working foundation one must ~· · · · · competition and cooperation in our society. 
return to 1972 and Greek Week I, to examine •. ,• · . ·n· - · ·In . a world filled with growing economic 
the wellsprings of this annual spring ritual. . .· .·. -·- . . . 1n. ··. ·.·  ·10· . . . .· . .·:.· aspir:ations and dwindling .. renewable ' and 
· Midst · a rapidly expanding - intramural non-r:enewable . resources should not the 
program, the intent of which was occasionally prevailing. ethic imparted by our actions be 
abused by overzealous "combatan.ts" - one of cooperation rather than. grinding 
CJD inion 
literally pushing themselves a~d others · · competition? Is ihe growth ethfo about to be 
The student leaders must also be reminded . beyond thelimits of humanity fora two dollar· 2. Cheers by an. emerging· student.· replaced with the eth.ic ofacco.mo~ation? Not 
that. they have been elected to do a job, not to trophy - 'the idea for a non~athletic; fun week group ... exhibiting enthusiasm and comrad- - that competition is entirely bad "-like ult, it 
thicken their transcripts. If this is done we, the of crazy tension-relieving activites · was arie in their own way ... being hone5tly . adds zest · of life - but when the seasoning 
students, will have visible leaders in the drive · spawned. Who was master at catching eggs misinterpreted by other student groups ... (you becomes mistaken for the substance, sfokness 
for academic integrity. dropped from seven stories above ... Who was can be good ... but you can't flaunt it) .. .leading . follows. · Therefore, · we · are asking 
Finally, ifthe students pause fora moment, a professional tricycle racer ... Who was a .to an ugly incident at Dana's on Wednesday .· ourselves ... we are asking youdf ·we should. 
and ask themselves what they are doing here, practiced and polished car jammer? Hopefully evening.;.chanting that .mirrored growing and not be renewing our commitments to Xavier 
perhaps they will see that college is a no one.• Therein lay . the . sirength of the unhealthy competition, · first and our speciai interests secondly. Can 
commitment to academic pursuits. To be sure, week ... for iri your· victoiy over me or my .. 3. Incidents at the gong show and the tug-o;; · we loo_k up to. that higher . leyet of 
the silent majority of students are aware of victory over. you was enibodied none of the war further indicated that things were getting · commonality that we all share ... might not we 
this but don't have the time, desire, or guts to ridiculous beliefs that the species, especially out of hand. Then the proverbial "last sit down together and rebuild this vehic.le to (it 
11tand up ·and be counted. When students males, has come to know as "Macho ... win at straw" ... A request that the Commuters and. our best image o( ourselves? 
make the commitment, and stand up to be all costs~ .. this proves . I'm better . than ··Dorm students meet in a tackle football game "If only men could be induced to· 1augh ' 
counted then specific changes can· be ·made. ·- ·you. ,.head-on competition." .. -. . . -. . . . .. .. . next fall .. Will rollerball. become a realitY.? _ more .. they might ·_bate .. le.ss, a.rid. fi11~t. more 
·In a recent dorm survey 73% of the 400 ·.Not making the matress-pile-on team was· For years now, we have.worked to involve serenity. he'r.e .. on earth." _ Malcolm 
students questioned believed that library hardly the. threat to your virility that not greater numbers . of student,s in Campus Muggeridge, from the back cover of the Greek 
hours should be extended, and 70% said that· · making the Intercollegiate· Softball Team Life.,.knowing that "as you sow, so shall ye · Week Vil Booklet. · · · · 
.there are not enough places to study if they could be. Like an automobile, the week has . reap" is a fact of life for. there. are growth. Tony Brueneman 
choose not to study in their rooms. These two come afongthese seven years .with only minor experiences that classrooms simply cannot (Ca111pus Activities. Director) 
..... areas were·identified .. by-students-asproblems •.... ,. repairl.-.Tbose..of.us.who built and.ha\!e.cared.". proYide .. To .. ibe....e~er. .. i.11~r.ea.$.ing;, m,11!1.~ru>L.... .. . . .. . ...... ~ ....• ;_ _ •....... : .. M.~.~t..IJ~J~-~!!.h. ....... 
With a concern for academic integrity, these for this vehicle now see indi~tions that the students whom we see. participating we · · Tom Barry . 
...... .... · . .' ... : ... ,. etterF---------..;._ _________________ ___;.. 
Students reply 
to Roettker 
To the Editor: 
After the events of the past week, 
we've decided to speak out and clear 
the air concerning Student 
Government, Student Government 
Financial Board, and the ·Brewers. 
Mr. Roettker, in his letter to the 
editor, attacked the "Ineptness" of 
SG for the "unfair" conditions 
attached to their request for a $500 
grant for the Gregg Rusell concert. 
In the first place, SG had no 
justifiable reason fo fulld such. a 
concert. It's against our constitution 
to fund non-SG projects. However, 
we decided to overlook .that and 
fund it anyway. In the second place, 
the "unfair" conditions were: that 
the ticket prices be lowered to $1.50 
for XU students and $2.00 for non-X 
students. Our reasons for this being 
that the date chosen, a Monday 
night, would hamper the attendance 
enough, let alone the high ticket 
price for the regionally unknown 
talent. Are these unfair? 
Fourthly, we would like to pose a week's X. U; News, was signed: 
question: who is Mr. Roettker to· "Dick Roettker,. Advisor of the 
judge the value of our social events? Brewer Fratori~y." Because of a' 
Fall ... Fantasy, .. Homecoming ·and .... mistake. l>y tt,e prin1er, the l!ignature . 
Sadie Hawkins, (all sell outs) to appeared as "'Dick Roettker and the · 
name a few, were surprisingly Brewer Fratority." I would like all 
tremendously successful events - those concerned to know thaf the 
financially, as well as socially. letter I wrote was my opinion, not 
Finally, if the grant was accepted the opinion of the Brewers as a 
with our conditions, the concert group. 
would have netted Sl,250.00 (based Dick Roettker 
on 500 tfokets at $1.50 each and the 
$500 grant). However, they refused 
our offer and netted $1,000.00 with 
their ticket prices. Now, you tell us 
who's at fault for the financial flop 
of the concert? It's certainly riot SG 
or SGFB. 
Dave Scaletta 
Karen Kraft (VP) 
Bob Galovic (Treasurer) 
Tim Flesher (SGFB.Pres.) 
Jean Barrett (SGFB Secretary) 
Tim Grell 
Mary Beth Moser 
Annie Beutner 
Noreen Burns 
Mary Kay Kroeger 
Joan M. Geanuracos 
Kevin Corrigan · 
Pat .Cleary (SG~B) 
Jim Brunemann (SGFB) 
Royce Anderson 
Lisa Wendel 






To the Editor: 
The final word concerning Last 
Tango in Paris at Xavier may never 
be said but the epilogue to this year's 
: episode is a . sad commentary on 
administrative responsibility .. 
As you may recall the Xavier 
University Student. Government 
made an appeal to the Program and 
the Publications Committee hoping. 
to overturn Mr. Roderfok Shearer's 
decision to veto the showing of 
Tango. The appeal was worded so 
that aesthetic norms be the criterion 
for judging films rather than motion 
picture ratings by the Church or the 
movie industry. 
In the third place, we on Senate 
did not !lttempt to "judge the 
worth, as Mr. Roett~er put it, of 
Mr. Russell. We merely acted on 
behalf of our constituents and the 
money they've given to us. We felt 
that without the aformentioned 
conditions, the concert would have 
financially flopped, regardless of the 
cornme11d~ql;; jQ~ .W.a.rt~n .. ~<;~l~~. To the Editor: 
. : :diCl:ori the pi-e-safo· of tickets. . . . My. letter~ which appeare~ in last 
In a blaJant vfolation of open and 
free dialogue existing on this 
campus, the Programs and 
Publications Committee, headed by 
Rev. Robert C. Dressman, S.J., held 
'a closed meeting Tuesday, May 8, 
choosing not to inform Student 
Governinent and two members of 
the committee, Pat Cleary and ik 
P8119 I . ' 
John R. ·Getz (ex officiO) of the 
upcoming proceedings. 
The "uneventful" results of this 
111ee.ting . hay~·- .r.iot been: officially 
released, as of this writing to the 
Xavier community, yet the 
Cincinnati Post had much of the 
pertinent information. The 
committee, ignoring the 
implications of the Student 
Government resolution, did not take 
a stand on Mr. Shearer's decision to 
his reason for vetoing . Tango had 
suddenly become an administrative 
· committee practice. · · 
I submit that_this is a travesty arid 
am wholly saddened that the school. 
year might end on this note. I believe 
that Father Dressman owes the 
student body and the entire Xavier 
commun~ty an apology for this 
-tremendous impropriety. 
Mark J. Cardosi 
veto the film and submitted the 1'.Te ·ri edt•torialS 
prob fem of film guidelines to a sub- 1 ~·I W ~\ \ . . , 
committee for further discussion. commended 
The obvious · run~around this 
decison implies is maddening To the Editor: 
enough. What disgusts me most is I would like to compliment 
that a procedurally minded man Xavier News, and personally George 
such as Father Dressman has not S. Maley for his outstanding 
only failed to heed· his own acknowledgement of academic 
standards but has attempted to integrity as a school's first priority. I 
sweep this controvery under the rug feel that it's time someone stressed 
·by failing to contact. concerned the importance of the academic 
parties about an extremely qualities of the institution, and stop 
important decision. To disallow blowing up an issue that defects the 
these parties to explain their school's image. So often the issue of 
positions is reckless and academic integrity is shadowed 
irresponsible. To fail to notify these because of the hard work and the 
parties of subsequent . results .is· not wanted intimacy between the 
imprudent and a disservice to all. mature· (faculty) and immature 
When I spoke earlier this month (student body). If this gap between 
about the respect that this student and laculty is to be filled, 
controversy has generated. I was both must meet on common ground 
: ,s,incere and had high ; hopes of as peers, and acknowledge the fact 
c~ntinuiilg ·dialogue on· this matter. · that the continuation of the school's 
. Besides myself, the whole student 'existence relies on its academic 
body has been · duped by this foundation. l would like to end this 
committee and its chairman into letter by saying '.'Right on!" to 
thinking we could expect fair play. George S. Maley and his analysis on 
The procedural irregularities Rev. this most critical issue. 
'Francis C .. Brennan, S.J. (Academic A concerned Freshman, 
Vice-President) had cited as part of Anthony Wiles 
• · · • X•vler'New• 
Seniors· bid adieu with fond memories of Xavier· 
. ·. Staff pflolo blf .Anne K. Allele .. 
Tom Brooks 
·Xavier was growing, maturing, 
experiencing and studying. 
. Xavier was ·comp,' qua!lt, econ, and 
ethfos. 
Xavier was- Doc Jones, Doc Martin, 
Julie and Paul. 
Xavier .was Dana's, McCarthy's, 
Tucker's and Muskici·Inn. 
Xavier was the first dance; the last 
dance, the proms, and the mixers 
at. the Mount. · 
Xavier. was cheerleading, basketbail, 
intramurals, and no football. 
Xavier was Blarney Stones, Christ-
mas parties, Haunted House and 
Greek Week. 
Xavier was Student Government, 
frustrations, successes and 
defeats. 
Xavier was the Derbies, the Smok- · 
ies, Brown County and Florida .. 
Xavier was, is and always will be a 
part of me. 
Slafl photo.by Anne K. Abale 
Joan Stagaman 
If I were to describe my four years 
at Xavier I would have to say that 
they were "the greatest." Of course, 
the.re were days when life wasn't ex-. 
actly a bed of roses but there is very 
little I would change if I had to do it 
all over again. People have always 
said to me that my years in college 
would be the ·best years in my life, 
and now I am almost sure that they 
were right. 
There is one thing that I would like 
to say. to everyone who has· made 
these four years so enjoyable, and 
that is "Thank-you." I appreciate all 
the smiles and friendly faces that 
have greeted me and the personal 
attention that I have received. I was 
always aware that my advisors were 
genuinely concerned and interested 
in me and I was never at a loss for 
someone with whom I could discuss 
my ideas and thoughts. Perhaps I 
could have received a better educa-
tion at If more prestigious school; 
and there were some classes that 
didn't exactly have. me jumping up · 
and down, but there ·were many 
courses both in and out of my major 
which presented a real challenge to 
me. And .I dou.bt that there is any 
other schoolthat has quite the same 
personal quality that has made me 
feel so much at home here. Thanks to 
all of you. · 
11811 pflolo "' Anne K. Ab•••,. 
Jeanne M~rkgraf 
. A Senior ... suddenly those four long 
years looking ahead as a freshman 
seem so short now. Where did they 
go? 
Remembering ... 
... those ·dreary, wet mornings 
when climbing up the hill' of the 
North· parking lot with a mound of 
books in . my arms seemed like 
backpacking on the Appalachian 
·Trail. 
... those momentary pauses at the 
third floor dririkirig' fountain to 
catch my breath rather than quench 
my thirst. 
... those sunny spring afternoons, 
daydreaming on the mall with a 
book in hand, knowing full well I'd 
never open it. 
... the muskie burger, boisterous 
juke box, and familiar smiles in the 
Grill. 
... the mad rush from class to 
work, arriving just 'in the nick of 
time to punch the time clock. as it 
clicked the hour. 
... laughing at Mr. Eick's jokes in 
French class and never under-
standing them. 
... those Clef Club rehearsals that 
seemed like eternity when we 
worked hard, and but a moment 
when. we laughed hard. 
... that winter day I walked to the. 
end of the parking lot in search of · 
my car only to recall I did.not drive 
to school. 
... Paris, · my. home away . from . 
home, where every day held' 
something new, arid. foreign friends 
. spoke ·French with as thick an accent 
as myself. · 
Looking back, they were fun years, .. 
wonderful years, years offriendship, 
growing, and learning as well as 
study, lo~g hours, and hard work. 
Most of all, they were worthwhile 
years, for they have prepared me, 
not for the end of my education, but 
for the beginning. 
Julle Melvln 
I have spent my four years at 
Xavier in 'quiet, intelligent 
conversation about furniture and in 
the pursuit of realism (not to 
mention non-representationalism, 
absurdism, surrealism, and 
naturalism). My hair does not grow; 
my fingernails do not break; I do not 
make mistakes. I was once sweet 16 
am;t never been kissed and my mom's 
apple pie is the greatest. Life is 
always simple and straightforward. 
. It sure has 'been a boring four. 
years. I have no friends and I haven't 
learned anything. But I'm normal 7 
I think I'll go ea.t a kumquat .. 
Carol Egner 
over these pastfour years and share a 
few .of my thoughts with you. : , 
Thinking that ideas would come 
to mind after browsing through last 
year's yearbook, did not prove help-
ful. ·In fact, I find it hard to say 
anything about the yearbook, since I 
can't even find it. 
Winters seem to stick out in my 
mind most of all. Most free time was 
spent in La Grille. If it was not warm 
enough, the music made you forget 
how cold you were and anything else 
you may ·have planned. And of 
course, the Grill was never the same 
when they started calling numbers 
instead of initials for orders. I wore 
out a shovel digging myself out of the 
snow and ice in the North Campus 
parki.1g lot. I understarid heavy duty 
nails were purchased with our park-
ing fee in order to keep the 
guardhouse in an upright position. 
But then springtime would arrive 
and I would leave the grill to go mall-
ing. Of course, as a commuter, I 
never had my very own bench. 
More seriously, when I think of 
Xavier I remember my classes, some 
better than. others, and the people I 
have come to know. I have changed 
in many ways over these past four 
years. I have XU to thank for that. 
And so I end here, grateful for the 
knowledge I have gained, and most 
appreciative of the people, students 
Sitting here wfiting this farewell and staff, who have helped shape my 
for the News brings one question to · life. As I leave Xavier to embark on 
mind ... Why me? Is it because I wrote another edition of my life, I take a 
more letters to the editor in my head part of everyone I have come to 
than anyone else, and not one made know. I hope your experience of 
it to the News office? Or perhaps it is Xavier has been cherishable (not 
because after four years at Xavier I perishable). I keep these memories 
would still recommend it. Whatever as I recall the saying, "You can go 
When the News staff asked me to 
write a senior farewell for them, I 
was absolutely tickled pink.· Then 
someone told me that they only 
wanted me becausel'm wierd. I told 
them th.ey were crazed because 
everyone knows I'm absolutely 
normal. Take· Breen Lodge. The 
stories that I'm trying to give the dog 
a split personality, or that I secretly 
believe it has a superior intellect are 
just fictions. And I didn't have 
dreams that I was Brett Ashley 'be~ 
fore my English comps. I have never 
given dramatic readings from Every-
thing You Always Wanted to Know 
About Sex and since I never touch 
liquor the stories of th.e w_hiskey sour 
party freshman year are just 
fallacies. I've never picked lilies-of-
the-valley at 3:00 a.m. for my 
roommate (shut up, Mary Ann!) l,'ve 
certainly riever appeared in public as 
Groucho Marx! I did not go on the 
Gong Show. 
- the reason, I must now look back back to the place but not the time." 
. Now in Cincinnati 
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To the Editor: 
While doing some heavy thinking 
the other ·night, it occurred to me 
that Shamrock Food Service has 
bring themselves to eat seventeen or 
nineteen meals a week? 
·Tom Murray 
Class of '81 
Boswell thanks 
·all. for assistance. 
quite a good thing going for To the Editor: 
themselves at XU. They are getting Last September Mr. Jack Jeffre 
paid for meals that people never eat. resigned as business manager for 
This is not going to be another several university. public~tions. Mr. 
harangue about the quality or the Jeffre had been with Xav1er~or over 
variety of. food served in the 30 ye~r~ a~d was re~pons1ble for 
cafeteria (that should be treated in .. advert1smg 1.n the Xavier News. t~e 
another lenghthier, more irate Student Directory, the . Athletic 
letter). My concern, however, is that · Review and. at one time the 
I am spending money on meals that I yearboo~. His. dep~~ture creat.ed a 
can't or won't eat. If I get into every vacancy m the pos1t10!1 o~ busmes_s 
class J am pre-registered for next . manager for each publication. I w~s 
. semester, I will be eating at most a fortunate enough.to be chosen as his 
dozen meals a week in the cafeteria. successo~ as busmess manag~r for 
This is due to conflicts between my the Xavier News; the fi~s! time a 
schedule · and Shamrock's serving student filled such a pos1t1on. The 
times. The problem is I will be job h~s been b?th a challenge and a 
paying for seventeen or nineteen learmng expenence. I plan to work . 
mfals. 1 ·realize I could get up early fo~ ~~e N_e.ws next y~ar and ~ope that 
every morning for breakfast but this pos1t1on · remams available for 
sleep means far more to ·me than students in the future. There are 
cereal and juice, or eggs, if they look some people ~ho. have b~en hel~ful 
· edible Add the fact that sometimes I and cooperative m mak1ng MY, ,J~b 
end up having a s.a.ndwich and.Oi~e . easier ~itd I would li~e t~ expr~~~;~y 
cream for dinner and. I see mys~lf apprec1aton to them. Dr, John.Getz, 
losin uitc a bit of money on ~he Mr. Rod Shearei:, .. Mr. Tom· 
deal; g m'!iney I can not afford·. to · Stadtmi!ler, Rita Schoenfeld and all 
waste .. Why can't Shamrock come· the Xavier News Staff. 
f · Sincerely, 
up with a more limited. meal plan or John Bowsell . 
peopl who can't make. or can not 
. -- ; ' ' ' ' ~ t ( "J :: ·ri!lir. . ..-,i. Miir 11. 111• ,·; .·.· ·-. '. ,·,' 
.: .. • • •. · .. ·, '•. ,1, . ' 
Student laments 
commuter apathy 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to you hoping to shed 
some light on the Commuter Apathy 
situation at Xavier. University .. 
Commuter Ap.athy is considere.d by 
· many students to be a regular part of 
Xavier life. If a student is commuter 
he is not supposed to care about any ' 
of the college activities that occur at 
Xavier with the sole exception of the 
classes he attends. I feel it is a grave 
mistake. to say that all commuters 
are apathetic because I, for one, 
would like to become more involved 
with Xavier, but can never seem to 
find out about the activities until it is 
· too late. I feel that the main obstacle 
to more commuter involvement lies 
in the fact that commuters are not 
informed about the activities. The 
Commuter Newsletter is a good 
idea, but by· the time it arrives, the 
activities it informs students could 
be added once a month to the 
newspaper that would inform 
students of the coming events. 
There would be a better commuter 
turnout, if ·these students were 
informed. Such a change. would 
improve the . Xavier scene. By 
becoming involved, the commuters 
will make their stay at Xavier more 
rewarding and more enjoyable. 
Thomas A. Conway 
Commuter, '81 
FOR 'l'HAT ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE 
DAZZLING DIAMOND ,SOLITAIRE 
.. 
She's the one woman you chose from all. the rest. 
· · Now you can give her one won~erful ~1amond. 
We will help you select a glonou~ diamond 
solitaire. To stand alone in all its glory, 
glow with clear brilliance and fire. Show the 
· world she's the one woman in your world. 
Marquise Diamond · 
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-Administrators 
·trom page 1 
Some of the lay members are Mr. 
Ralph J. Corbett, President of the 
Corbett Foundation; Mr. Phillip 0. 
Geier Jr., member of the First 
National Bank; Mr. William J. 
Whittaker, member of Cincinnati 
Bell, Inc., and Mr. William 
Williams, President of the· North 
American Management & 
Development Company. All of the 
lay gentlemen are employeJ in the 
Cincinnati area.· 
Lay people have served on the 
Board only since the early seventies. 
AccQrding to Brennan, the presence 
of lay personnel on the Board 
provides for community involve-
ment in the governance ·and 
maintenance of Xavier. In addition, 
he said that their presence provides 
for a greater public awareness of the 
· financial situation at Xavier. · 
Appointees from page 2 
English major, was selected as Fine 
Arts Committee chairwoman: 
James H. Vorwald, a sophomore 
Information Systems major, and 
Michael Flannery, a sophomore 
Communication Arts major, were 
appointed to co-chair the Concert 
Committee. 
Larry M. Visnic, a junior 
Chtmistry major, was reappointed 
as Film Committee chairman. 
Greg J. Wych, a . sophomore 
Natural Science major, will take 
Speaker Committee 
Denise E. Houston, a junior Math 
major, will schedule and arrange all 
of next year's events as Calendar 
Coordinator. 
Each of these chairpeople will 
have a great deal of responsibility to 
bear and will need your help and 
support. If you are at all interested in 
helping on any of these committees, 
please give the respective 
chairperson a call: Greg, at (745)-
3876; Stephanie, at -3961; Mike, at -
3707 and Denise, at -3801. All 
support and every-suggestion will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Skipper and Trudy: Stuy out of thrn« ditch .. in fair- · Wat110n: Cioud luck • Doc. Crick. 
The _Back Page field. - . · John: I love violet•. 'rhank you. 
Cnl O.C .. Vuu shoukJ wcur your curlers more often! 
With •Prinp come MEIOSIS. MEIOSIS. MEIOSIS ... 
Mary Eileen' Joan Neenan·: Xu\·ierwillmi!l!iyou -we·u 
never be the same. 
MEJN: Clef Club· will mi" you. The News will mis-
!WUU. Dana's bar will miSs you. Aller A. Hall will mi~!i 
y"ou ... l'llmi,. you. Pug. 
Summer Suhlel · Sublet room in house of med. grad 
sludenrs. $'IS (incl. utiliries). Near UC Mcdica1Centc:t. 
Option for f-'all. Contact Carol, Dave. or <.lrcgat Hfll-
11170. 
!'or Sale: '5" VW l!cclle. 2S mpg city .. lS mpg hwy. Call 
c;rc~ ~1 "61-0170. A•king S4~:.. _____ _ 
Sadhurny: Ke<p on hooge)·inB kid! 
I need a man io cake me to the scnior prnm ... (3794) 
AEM: Is it true you're really gmduuting'! 
Harpy hirthda)' Rynilo Mildred. REA. 
l'or Sulc: Audi 1001.S. 4 dr. sunronf. Pcte Henkel "22-
5757. 
Harpy hirthduy ·11arhar_a_H_u_n_·1 ____ _ 
SENIORS: UNSURE 01' NEXT YEAR'/ <::ON-
S ID ER JESUIT VOLUNTEER CORPS: 
Philadelphia. Cleveland. Sou1hwn1. Northwest. 
Alaska. etc. Conlacl Ed Schmidt. S.J. for info 
"All these hovs won'! let me be. poor. poor, pitiful me." 
Gril, Reven@c is on your way ... schmeg 
Sphur! Huy-hoy. dobbcrs. wasted 10 the max. I'm 
hiding. 
Jeanmarie. Who·s your latcsl crush'! <irrreal!!! Hang-7.oom. yah ... K MA. how's 1he rarnily. 
Starry-eyes. Put your eyes back in your head. Gem. the kids'!. bye-ya. 
JUNIORS AND SENIORS: 
looking for a part-time job with 
good income, flexible hours 
and real experience in the 
business world? · 
The Ray Baker Agency 
Northwestern Mutual 
Call Bill Klingeman,· 961-1820 
Tn the women 111 Katt: Thanh fnr a ttrcal year.· 
Ueur·Xa\'ier: <iel on the uni1. 
3-Wcsl: II will never he the same withnul ynu. l,o\"e 
Tri".·: . . ' 
· One Greek Week event not mentioned. In the "Oh. 
tinudness My Event," M.J.-2. l>.C.-0. Why'! 
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